Second harmonic generation via periodically-poled nonlinear materials offers an efficient means of generating highquality visible light at wavelengths that would be otherwise unattainable with traditional laser sources. While this technology has the potential for implementation in many mass-industrial applications, temperature stability requirements, often as restrictive as 0.1°C, can make packaging with a pump source problematic. In this work we are investigating the use of synthesised response PPLN gratings to create crystals that are better suited to visible SHG. Our route towards addressing this issue is to convert the standard sinc-shaped temperature-tuning response of a uniform grating to a flat-top temperature tuning function with widths of up to several degrees. We have achieved a computationally efficient means of designing such gratings with a required temperature tuning profile based on a simulated annealing algorithm using repeated local changes of grating layout and subsequent Bloembergen-style analysis of the second harmonic, successive iterations of which quickly lead to the desired temperature tuning profile. Using our high fidelity poling technique we have fabricated synthesised response PPLN with precise placement of poled domains in Lithium Niobate based on the designs from our mathematical models. Measurements on these initial devices provide more than 4°C flat-top temperature stability, albeit with a corresponding loss in operational efficiency. Our aim is to implement improved designs in magnesium-doped Lithium Niobate for packaging with near-room temperature diode-based pump sources, as could be applied towards RGB TV and projector applications.
INTRODUCTION
Miniaturised high power visible laser components are becoming increasingly important in high-profile commercial display applications, such as laser projectors and televisions [1] . With the emphasis being to replace traditional lampbased white-light sources with improved colour gamut Red-Green-Blue (RGB) packaged laser modules, overcoming the short working lifetimes and non-optimal wavelengths currently offered by visible diode technology becomes key. Here, the nonlinear process of Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) [2] offers an ideal route towards generating high quality visible light from existing infrared laser diodes and Vertical-External-Cavity-Surface-Emitting-Lasers (VECSELs), with the potential to avoid the inherent costs associated with developing new semiconductor diode architectures. However, the route of packaging nonlinear materials with semiconductor lasers requires investigation of several important operational effects, the most important of which are conversion efficiency, stability, and the related temporal, spectral, and physical parameters. Temperalure'C of quasi-phase-matched nonlinear frequency conversion processes for a number of applications, including SHG. However, in order to promote wider acceptance of this material platform in the field of high power miniaturised RGB lasers, several inherent operational issues that arise while generating visible wavelengths must be resolved. For example, along with the well-understood effects of photorefractive damage and green-induced infrared absorption in PPLN (issues now largely resolved with the incorporation of dopants into the crystal structure), a further complication arises from the stringent temperature stability required for continued efficient operation. Here, the SHG conversion efficiency temperature tuning response of a PPLN crystal grating is represented by a sinc 2 dependency, resulting in a relatively narrow range of temperatures or frequencies over which maximum conversion can occur. Typically this means that in order to maintain maximum conversion efficiency the crystal temperature must be stabilised to within 0.1°C, a range that becomes progressively narrower as the device is driven towards higher efficiencies. In commercial applications, where close integration of several stabilised components is often required, this can lead to obvious packaging issues.
To overcome such practical limitations, here we propose a method for converting the narrow sinc 2 SHG conversion efficiency temperature tuning response of a standard PPLN grating into a broad, flat-top temperature tuning response by selective mathematical design and reallocation of poled grating domains. Based on this process the output power of poled nonlinear devices could be made substantially more robust to fluctuations in crystal temperature and also more stable to pump laser drift. By taking this approach we hope to produce PPLN-based grating designs that will reduce the stringent temperature control required for stable operation, leading to a reduction in packaging size thus enabling miniaturised packaging with compact laser sources. This solution can also be applied to increase the frequency bandwidth of crystals whilst maintaining at longer crystal lengths, thus easing fabrication and processing issues associated with the manufacture of devices for use with high-efficiency short-pulse laser systems.
METHODOLOGY
When operating under moderate power plane-wave optical conditions the SHG conversion efficiency temperature tuning response of a PPLN grating features a sinc 2 dependency with a clearly defined operational peak, as shown in Figure 1 (a). Here, the width of the central peak is mainly dependent on grating length, with longer devices displaying a narrower temperature bandwidth. In order to obtain high single pass efficiencies from CW sources it is necessary to use these longer devices as they have a greater nonlinear interaction length, however this is at the cost of more stringent temperature stability requirements. Our approach to overcome this requirement is to develop a PPLN crystal that has a flat top tuning curve over a much broader bandwidth, with a form closer to that given in Figure 1(b) . Such a design would provide a constant power output even as the temperature of the crystal fluctuates from the designed operating temperature. To achieve this, the standard periodic domain structure must be significantly altered to allow phase matching of the k-vectors associated with each temperature point. Two previously explored methods of achieving this have been via a linear chirp in the grating [4] and aperiodic poling [5] [6] . Chirping the grating across a small range of periods allows for each k-vector to have a section of grating to which it can perfectly phase match, while aperiodic structures allow more localised corrections. However, both methods introduce fabrication issues when trying to pole a structure of many subtly changing periods. An alternative method proposed here is to fundamentally redesign the whole poling scheme and redistribute identical domains within a grating to give a desired flat-top response. Such a technique would not only reduce the difficulties in fabrication, as all domains are of constant size, but also introduce increased flexibility in the design of a tailored spectral response that is not easily obtained in chirped devices.
Domain Placement
The spectral profile and conversion efficiency of a periodically poled nonlinear structure is determined by the placement of poled domains, with the precise placement of the domains dictating (by k-vector matching and energy conservation) the operating wavelength of the device, whilst the length of the device determines compatibility with the spectral and temporal characteristics of the pump laser [7] . Varying these parameters allows optimised interaction between pump laser and crystal while potentially allowing generation for exotic spectral profiles.
The mathematics for high conversion efficiency SHG becomes complex, but for low conversion efficiencies, and loose focusing, the problem becomes the familiar 'Fourier transform' case. Thus the sinc-function response of regular PPLN comes from the Fourier transform of the 'top-hat' overall nonlinearity (as determined by the crystal length), with the local period shifting the response to achieve phase-matching. As the spectral response of PPLN crystal is determined by the Fourier transform of physical grating characteristics, it is conversely possible to simply invert the mathematical process to give a 'physical grating' design in terms of the Fourier transform of the desired spectral response. However, this approach reveals its shortcomings when considering the fabrication of a crystal device, as this ideal 'Fourier transform' grating will not, in general, be physically reproducible.
Performing Fourier analysis on the desired flat-top response represented in k-vector-space results in a function in dimensional-space that fully describes the changes in nonlinearity needed along a crystal to create the original flat-top response. In the case of a top-hat function, this results in a nonlinear variation resembling a standard sinc function. Clearly a birefringently phase matched crystal can never have a spatial nonlinearity dependence matching a sincfunction, however, by using QPM it is possible to come close to this ideal. So, while with a standard nonlinear material it is not possible to dynamically alter the nonlinearity along the length, it is however possible to reduce the effective nonlinearity of QPM materials by such means as selective poling. Deliberately disrupting the periodicity of the poling of PPLN in such a way as to let the second harmonic convert back to the fundamental over short sections of crystal, will act to reduce the local effective nonlinearity. In the simplest case this can be achieved simply by not inverting a domain. So by this process it is possible to create any value of effective nonlinearity, from normal PPLN to zero by not poling at all. It is also possible to obtain a negative nonlinearity with the introduction of a phase shift in the grating, and doing so will act to cancel out any existing SHG by destructive interference.
Obviously, with the crystal being of finite length it is impossible to fabricate a true sinc function of infinite length with perfect frequency domain characteristics and simply truncating the sinc function results in a response with large ripples across the flat top, which is undesirable for practical devices. Fortunately standard Fourier techniques can come to the rescue and this effect can be reduced by windowing the sinc function with a secondary function like a raised cosine, although certain practical considerations, such as the physical length of the device and the subsequent number of available domains and spaces to be selectively positioned (Figure 2 ), will require a design compromise between the attainable width and flatness of the final tuning profile.
Bloembergen-style Analysis
The number of possible designs that could satisfy a broadened temperature or spectral device is vast, as changing the number of sinc oscillations, the type and magnitude of windowing applied, and the number of domains used to represent each nonlinearity value leads to many hundreds of possible valid designs. With so many variables to explore a fast simulation technique was required. The existing method of Fourier analysis allows for rapid simulation, but is unable to model the effects of high power second harmonic conversion. Another method commonly used that is capable of modelling high power conditions is that of solving the coupled mode equations of the fundamental and harmonic using the Runge-Kutta approach [8] . However, this method is laborious with the coupled equations being solved along the grating length for incremental steps a fraction of the poled domain size. As this routine has to be performed over a range of temperature values and with over 6000 domains in a 6.5 m period 20mm long crystal (for example) the final calculation can take over an hour for each design.
With existing techniques unsuitable for such a process we have developed an alternative simulation tool based on the Armstrong and Bloembergen approach [9] . This method is not dissimilar to the approach used in Runge-Kutta, but it does benefit from a simple optimisation that increases computational efficiency. Unlike the Runge-Kutta approach of interrogating the crystal with step sizes a fraction of the poled period, our whole domain step model (WDS) based on the Bloembergen analysis is able to step entire domains at once. By assuming there is no change in nonlinearity between domain boundaries the coupled mode equations need only be solved once for each domain and this simple technique proves many times faster than Runge-Kutta with further speed improvements made when large regions of un-poled material are encountered.
Flat-top Device Designs
Using the our WDS model to investigate a range of design parameters based on physically realisable structures four distinct devices have been generated. These range from relatively narrow bandwidth, high efficiency devices to much broader but lower efficiency devices. Each device was designed for frequency doubling 1064nm to 523nm with a crystal operating at approximately 180°C. In each case the maximum device length was limited to 20mm, this was chosen as a compromise between very long lengths allowing for complex designs and the compact size of shorter crystals. The bandwidth of all these devices has been calculated as the temperature range across which the theoretical SHG output power varies by less than 5% of the peak value, with the narrowest device having a bandwidth of 0.4°C and the largest having a bandwidth of 4.96°C (Figure 3(a) ).
The main effect as bandwidth is increased is that fewer and fewer poled domains remain in the 20mm length, and as a result the efficiency of the highest bandwidth device is very low when compared to a PPLN device that completely fills the available 20mm long crystal. However, a more applicable comparison would be to examine the theoretical conversion efficiency of a synthesised grating and a standard PPLN grating with similar thermal tuning bandwidth, as shown in Figure 3(b) . Here the advantages of our synthesised grating design approach become obvious, as increases in efficiency of 235% over a comparable PPLN sample with the same temperature bandwidth are achieved. 
FABRICATION AND TESTING

PPLN grating fabrication
In order to test the nonlinear optical properties and spectral response of our PPLN grating designs, several test devices were produced. The fabrication process used to create our (nominally) 6.5 m period synthesised PPLN gratings was based on standard photolithographic processing and our electric-field poling technique [10] . In each case our synthesised grating pattern was deposited as a series of periodic openings an insulating photoresist layer onto the -z face of 500 mthick congruent LiNbO 3 crystal, while the +z face of each crystal was left unpatterned. Liquid electrodes were applied to both sides of the crystal and a single high voltage pulse of greater than the 22kVmm -1 was applied across the crystal, resulting in domain reversal. By actively controlling this current we are able to tailor the domain inversion process towards optimal reproduction of our theoretical grating pattern, as the total inverted area is a function of the charge transferred from one crystal face to the other. After poling, all devices were etched in 48% HF acid for several minutes to reveal the grating structure, and each device was subsequently imaged and checked against the original design for missing or overpoled domains. An image of the poled and etched domains of a synthesised PPLN grating device is given in Figure 5 , illustrating the excellent agreement between design (lower image) and the final poled structure (top photos). This high quality structure arises from the physical design constraints applied to our domain placement pattern and our optimised poling process. 
Device characterisation
Characterisation of our synthesised response PPLN gratings was performed using a single mode 0.1nm-linewidth 60mW 1062nm fiber laser source, the output of which was collimated and polarised using a Glan Thompson polariser followed by a half wave plate to rotate the polarisation for appropriate alignment with our devices. The resulting polarised beam was focussed into the sample using a 300mm focal length lens to produce a loosely focused beam with a waist of approximately 100 m. A loose focus was chosen to facilitate a better comparison with the results of the WDS analysis, which assumes plane wave propagation through the devices. Also, it is well known [11] that a tighter focus leads to asymmetric response curves, which it was felt would provide undesirable results for testing. The samples were then mounted, in turn, in a 0.1°C temperature stabilised oven with the centre of each crystal carefully aligned to coincide with the focus of the laser.
Transmitted light from each device was re-collimated before passing through a highly dispersive prism to separate the fundamental and second harmonic wavelengths. The two beams were then allowed to propagate some distance to obtain good spatial separation, the second harmonic then being passed though appropriate low pass filters to remove any residual fundamental before finally being detected with the use a of lock-in amplifier.
A comparative measurement was performed on standard PPLN to ensure that the optimum phase matching temperature was achieved and also to ensure proper alignment of the system. For each device type the SHG signal was fully optimised at the central temperature before the PPLN oven was set to a temperature of 10°C above optimal phase matching and allowed time to stabilise. After the system had settled the oven was allowed to fall back to room temperature at a rate dictated by the insulating properties of the oven. As the oven cooled, the crystal temperature, measured by a close proximity thermocouple, was recorded on a computer whilst the SHG power was simultaneously recorded with the use of a lock-in amplifier. 
RESULTS
In order to properly validate the temperature-tuning response from our synthesised flat-top grating PPLN devices, it was first necessary to confirm the spectral resolution of our optical characterisation process. To this end, our initial measurement was based on a standard PPLN crystal with a uniform 6.5 m period grating, as is suitable for SHG of an ~1060nm laser. As can be seen in Figure 6 (a) the two curves are in very close agreement indicating that the optical setup is capable of resolving the definition of the tuning curves and also that the chosen optical focus appears loose enough to prevent the undesired effect of focus induced asymmetry. Here, the small discrepancy in the oscillation periods of the side lobes is likely due to slight differences between the modelled values and final crystal geometry, such as absolute length etc.
Having confirmed the validity of our optical characterisation process we proceeded to measure the performance of our synthesised gratings. Figure 6(b) show the measured tuning response of the widest bandwidth crystal against that of the theoretical bandwidth, as can be seen the bandwidth of the widest device does indeed span over 4°C and maintains a relatively flat top across the designed width. However, it is clear that the bandwidth does not quite match the full width that was predicted from the WDS analysis, we again believe that this is the result of imperfections in the crystal. A further issue with these results is the asymmetry seen along the designed flat top, which is an effect that occurs at temperatures below the designed central temperature in all of our synthesised samples. At present the exact cause of such a response is unknown but appears to be caused by focussing, with the asymmetry reminiscent of the tuning curves of bulk nonlinear materials and standard PPLN under focusing. This effect will be the focus of future work.
It should be noted that for practical purposes a 4°C temperature stability in a miniaturised laser package is excessive and demonstrated here more for proof of concept and model validation than for real-world application. For the < 1°C temperature tuning bandwidths more applicable to the temperature stability obtainable with simple control methods, it is expected that the operational efficiencies of our synthesised grating designs can be increased towards the levels obtained with regular PPLN. Furthermore, as our initial grating designs feature large regions of unpoled material that do not contribute towards conversion efficiency (and as such provide far from optimal performance), our future designs will employ a simulated annealing approach to optimise the SHG output for a given bandwidth.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we present a novel method for the design and fabrication of broadly temperature-stable PPLN grating devices. Optical characterisation of the SHG temperature tuning characteristics of each device shows good agreement with the theoretical spectral profile, verifying both the underlying concept of grating-based spectral broadening and the rapid Whole Domain Step (WDS) based analysis tool used to model SHG processes in our complex poled structures. In our initial devices, SHG temperature tuning bandwidths of over 4°C with less than 5% power fluctuation have been achieved. Further, we have demonstrated the ability to place 3 m size domains in arbitrary locations along a synthesised grating design in 500 m thick congruent LiNbO 3 . From this we can attempt to further optimise our designs with more complex grating architectures.
While the measured temperature tuning responses agree well with the theory, an asymmetric profile is present on all tuning curves at lower temperature values. At present the mechanism behind such a result is not fully understood but we believe the effect to be linked to focussing, with the result relating to earlier work by Boyd and Kleinman [11] on the effects of focussing in nonlinear materials.
As predicted, the conversion efficiency of our devices is markedly reduced compared to that of an equivalent length of standard PPLN and as such further work is being undertaken to optimise new designs to give a narrower flat top response of approximately 1°C whilst maintaining conversion efficiencies approaching that of equivalent lengths of PPLN. The final aim of this work is to produce highly efficient, temperature stable inter-cavity PPLN devices suitable for packaging with compact laser diode sources to provide a source of quality blue/green laser light for RGB applications.
